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\{\text{Components}\} \, + \, \text{Dialogue with the user} \implies \text{solution(s)} [\text{Mittal et Frayman1989}, [\text{Tiihonen1996}], [\text{Sabin1998}], [\text{Veron2001}]]

Combinatorial Problem\(^1\)

17 pieces $\Rightarrow$ 6000 combinations
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- Needs ⇒ Creative
- Field + Innovative
- Process ⇒ Routine
- Exhaustiveness ⇒ Configuration
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Capitalized Knowledge... [Sabin1996], [Sabin1998], [Felfernig2015]

- C.B.R. (CBR Engine)
- C.S.P. (Case-Based Reasoning)
- Ontology
- Knowledge Base

- Components
- Compatibility
- Mathematical Formulae
- Academic/General KN
- Empiric/Contextual KN
- ...
Definition: Constraint Satisfaction Problem

Triplet \((V, D, C)\) [Montanari1974]

Solution

\[ \forall k \sum_{i=1}^{k} v_i \in V, |D_{v_i}| = 1 \land \exists m \sum_{j=1}^{m} c_j \in C, c_j = \bot \]
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Filtering Methods
- Prune research space
  - Convergence
- Arc consistency for discrete or mixed CSP
- Box-consistency or Box-consistency for continuous or temporal Caps

Solving Methods
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- Compilation of CSP into Knowledge Compilation Maps.
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- Arc consistency for discrete or mixed CSP
- $2B$-consistency or Box-consistency for continuous or temporal Caps

Solving Methods

Find one or more solutions.
- Exhaustive Exploration: Generate & test, Backtrack …
- Partial Exploration: Look ahead, Forward checking …

Compilation Maps

Compilation of CSP into Knowledge Compilation Maps.
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Evolutionary Algorithm and CSP
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From selling Price to others criteria:

- Response Time[^Nikolaidou2002],
- Thermal Performance,
- Carbon Footprint, …

From Products Configuration to...

- Processes Configuration (concurrent) [^Zhang2012], [^Campagna2013]
- documentation[^Rabiser2014],
- Engineering to Order (ETO).
Evaluation mono $\mapsto$ Multi-criteria

Several evaluations criteria.
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